Abstract -In this work we consider modeling of services with workflow modules, which are a subclass of Petri nets. Service compatibility problem is studied. Quasi-regular expressions are used for checking service compatibility via resource conformance.
INTRODUCTION
Service-Oriented Computing [1] is an emerging computing paradigm that supports the modular design of (software) systems. Co mplex systems are designed by composing less complex systems, called services.
A service consists of a control structure describing its behavior and of an interface to communicate asynchronously with other services. Component interaction necessitates a mechanism of co mmunication between services. An interface is a set of (input and output) channels. In order that two services can interact with each other, an input channel of the one service has to be connected with an output channel of the other service
There are a lot of algorithms for checking services compatibility. They allo w, for examp le, to check deadlock freedom property, termination property, and others. Very often there methods have high computational complexity, affecting the speed of their imp lementation. It is assumed, that for service execution resources consumed fro m external environment are needed. In this paper a property of service compatibility via resource conformance is checked in the init ial stage, it may help to avoid further verification because of evidently incompatible services.
In this work we consider modelling of services with workflow modules, which is a special subclass of Petri nets. Service compatibility problem is studied. Quasi-regular expressions are used for service compatibility via resource conformance analysis.
II. FORMAL MODEL FOR SERVICES
While analyzing and verifying service compatibility, let us abstract from underlying technologies and implementations and consider formal model based on Petri nets .
Petri nets is a popular formalism for modeling and analysis of distributed systems. A Petri net consists of a set of transitions , a set of places P, and a flow relat ion . Graphically, a place is represented by a circle, a transition by a box, and the flow relation by directed arcs between them. Whilst transitions represent dynamic elements, for example, an activity of a service places represent static elements for example, a condition to perform an activity of a service. A state of a Petri net is represented by a marking, which is a distribution of tokens over the places. Graphically, a token is depicted by a black dot.
Workflow net (WF net) is a special Petri net. This formalism is used to model workflow systems [3] . A workflow net has one initial and one final place, and every place or transition in it is on a directed path from the initial to the final place. Modeling workflow [5] consists of modeling case management with the help of parallelism, sequential routing, conditional routing and iteration. To express it explicit ly building blocks such as the AND-split, AND-join, OR-split and OR-jo in can be used. The AND-split and the AND-jo in are used for parallel routing. The OR-split and the OR-join are used for conditional routing. When we model an OR-split in terms of a Petri net, the OR-split corresponds to a number of transitions sharing the same set of input places. Other constructs also can be easily expressed in Petri net formalism.
To guarantee, that we get 'good' workflows, we are to balance AND/OR-splits and AND/OR-joins. Clearly, t wo parallel flows initiated by an AND-split, should not be joined by an OR-join. Two alternative flows created via an OR-split, should not be synchronized by an AND-join. When we follow these rules we obtain structured WF nets (see [3] 
A stateful service defines an internal process (i.e. activities building its internal structure), and an interface to communicate with other services. To model services we will use a special subclass of Petri nets called workflow module.
A Petri net is called workflo w module [2] , [4] if the following conditions hold:
1) The set of places is d ivided into three disjoint sets: internal places , input places and output places 2) The flow relat ion is divided into internal flow and communicat ion flo w .
3) The net is a workflow net. 4) No transition is connected both to an input place and an output place.
Within a workflo w module M, the workflow net is called the internal process of M and the tuple is called its interface. Denote structured workflo w module (SWFM) as a workflow module, where the net is a structured workflow net.
In this paper we consider the class of services, which can be modeled by SWFM. 
III. SERVICE COMPATIBILITY VIA RESOURCE CONFORMANCE
Let be a finite set. A multiset over a set is a mapping , i.e. a mu ltiset may contain several copies of the same element. By we denote the set of all finite multisets over .
Let N is structured workflow module with two disjoint sets of input places and of output places. Consider some run , states sequence from in itial to final state, of the . For each run pair of input and output resources where ) and are defined. Denote as resource of N [2] .
For the considered class of services, let us denote quasiregular expression defining a set of all possible resources for a service. For such type of resources, inner workflow net is structured, therefore, it becomes possible to identify the expression recursively by its structure:
1) Exp ression takes the form for ato mic net where transition consumes and produces resources. Thus, rewrite this expression as where -input resources; output resources; If the transition does not produce/consume resources it is denoted as . 3) For parallel routing 
2) For sequential routing

5) For iteration
Proposition 1.
Let expressions e1 and e2 define a set of resources for two structured workflow modules and . Then after application of described operations deduced SWFM will possess the following resource sets:
for sequential, parallel routing, for selective routing and for iteration.
Describe some properties of the algebra that we have:
For this class of quasi-regular expressions, as opposed to regular languages, a sequence of producing/consuming resources does not matter. That is why property 5 is true for quasi-regular expressions, while it is false for regular ones .
Using rules described, we may similarly co mpose a quasiregular expression for the service investigated. To make representations more compact, we suppress interface conditions. Depicting a transition by a set of necessary resources is quite sufficient. For examp le let us build quasi-regular expression for SWFN illustrated in Figure 8 . We will consider resulted formula by parts P1, P2, P3, P4.
Expression for SWFN:
To check services equivalence and other properties, we need a unified representation for services. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to develop an algorithm for expressions reduction to normal form. Thus it is prerequisite condition for service compatibility.
IV. CONCLUSION In this paper a service formal model is built and expression algebra for analyzing service compatibility via resource conformance, abstracting fro m underlying technologies and implementations is described. Detecting resource incompatibility in one of the first stages allows to avoid further verification consuming significant computing resources.
Further investigation in this field will be devoted to normal form construction for expressions, exploring new expression properties and compatibility proposition corroboration.
Besides, a piece of software is planned to be developed. Its main functions will concern service model and service expression construction, and compatibility checking by the properties described.
